Scalable, multi-GPU photon tracing for in-situ X-ray
radiation transport in solid density plasmas
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Towards in-situ modeling of non-LTE interactions
of XFEL type X-rays with solid density plasmas
we present a symbiosis of our performance
portable, open source, 3D3V particle-in-cell (PIC)
code PIConGPU and its X-ray tracing prototype
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ParaTAXIS. Treating radiation transport via
various atomic processes will enable us to
synthesize detector signals and gain
predictive capabilities for upcoming pumpprobe experiments at the European XFEL.

With the world’s fastest particle-in-cell code
PIConGPU and the raw computational power
of the largest high performance computers we
open up the possibility for large-scale case
studies of unprecedented repeatability.

Modeling Photons
Why bother to model photons in PIC?
- decouple high-energy photons from low-energy background
→ self-imaging & probing with X-rays
- wave approach: requires high temporal (sub-as)
& spatial (sub-nm) resolution
→ computationally expensive
- simple Fourier transform insufficient
→ doesn’t cover multiple scattering
and atomic effects (photon transport in plasma)
- upcoming HIBEF experiments at EU XFEL
→ predictive capabilities via synthetic detectors
- study high-power laser-matter interaction
@ fs & nm scales
single scattering

Effects to model
Intensity I [a.u.]

- photo-/field ionization &
-excitation
- Thomson scattering
- Bremsstrahlung /
synchrotron radiation
(already in PIConGPU)
- recombination
→ has influence on secondary effects:
ionization
rates,
heating
w/
X-rays
...

multi-scattering
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Methods
- kinetic Monte-Carlo tracing
- pseudo-photons sample wave function
- attributes: phase, polarization, energy
- implemented: Thomson scattering
- simple extensions: resonant scattering, fluorescence
- current limitation: back-reaction with plasma
(energy, density) & atomic configurations
→ in-situ opacity calculation from superconfigurations (SC)

Summing γ phase with each time
step is numerically unstable over
many iterations.
→ detector only Δφ relevant: mod 2π
to single precision
Result: algorithm stable with single
precision for at least 106 to 107 steps

Self-consistent in-situ coupling requires online tracking and virtual detectors (filtering,
aggregating, binning) on HPC scale to reduce the output before handing it back.

Data Exchange & Synergy
- self-documenting data markup
- representation (machine, PB-scale)
- description (scientist)
- on top of HDF5 and ADIOS
- open standard: cross-code
portability, open access description,
unified post-processing
ParaTAXIS, PIConGPU and OpenPMD are also part of
EUCALL WP4 SIMEX platform

In-situ
superconfigurations
& transition rates
with SCFly in PIConGPU
See poster by A. Huebl
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